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InspIred by passIon.

focused  
    on perfectIon.

passion is an emotion that inspires an unmatched team 

of designers and engineers at Lexus. to this handpicked 

group of individuals, creating unique vehicles isn’t  

simply their day job, it’s a lifelong obsession.  

as we look into the minds of these individuals, the 

passionate soul of Lexus is revealed. until now, little has 

been said of the designers and engineers who seek 

out the exhilaration of the perilously fast nurburgring 

raceway, or the joys of the free flowing highways that 

intertwine the countryside of Hokkaido. 

at the same time, Lexus embraces its Japanese heritage; 

here is a nation which is repeatedly resetting standards 

in fields as diverse as computer systems, photography, 

entertainment consoles, even fashion and architecture. 

Innovation in modern Japanese industry is typically 

accompanied by utmost reliability, a rare feat in a  

world where experimentation frequently raises  

doubts as much as it raises standards.  

yet amid this high technology you’ll discover the 

unmistakable influences of ancient Japanese traditions  

in today’s Lexus vehicles. the artistry that for centuries 

has created intricate origami and soft watercolour 

paintings, extends today into finely stitched leatherwork 

and handcrafted woodwork. 

as you look beneath the gloss and glamour, you’ll 

discover engineering that reflects an overriding quest  

for precision and perfection. 

such precision emanates from the guiding hands  

of an elite group of individuals known as ‘takumi’,  

the Japanese word for ‘master craftsman’, whose  

finely honed skills have been handed down from  

one generation to the next. 

Lexus has appointed ten of these elite individuals to 

oversee specific engineering disciplines. each is 

supported by 40 assistant Masters empowered with 

ensuring the highest production standards are 

maintained. through practices like these, impeccable 

standards of precision and craftsmanship are firmly 

entrenched in the Lexus dna. 

While Lexus has repeatedly surpassed technical 

standards, now it is raising heart rates as well. for as  

much as Lexus engineers seek to explore the upper limits 

of engineering innovation, the drivers of such vehicles 

revel in the pleasures of performance driving around 

twisty coastal highways in utmost style, comfort and luxury. 

the future direction of Lexus has arrived.

you feel it as you run your fingers 

across finely stitched leather accents. 

you sense it as your foot nudges 

the throttle and instantly the  

vehicle responds.



cocooned
yet LIberated.

LX 570 with enhancement pack shown



a passIon for eXtreMe adVenture

In eXtreMe  
       coMfort.

you have your passions. We have ours – namely, to exceed the known limits 

of engineering and push conventional boundaries to create luxury beyond 

what was thought possible. and, of course, to share this passion with you.

our vision was to create a vehicle capable of satisfying 

the wishes of the driver while providing the ultimate in 

comfort for all its occupants. and while the LX 570 has 

always been capable of taking on challenging terrain, 

being unequivocally a Lexus, it must also cushion its 

occupants from the harsh realities of such environments. 

before looking into the LX 570, it is worth looking 

into the mind of Hideki Watanabe, the chief engineer 

responsible for creating this extraordinary vehicle.  

 

“I wanted it to be the most capable vehicle we have ever 

produced while maintaining the ride comfort expected 

of our flagship Lexus luxury suVs.” 

a new evolution of L-finesse, the uniquely Lexus design 

language, has imparted new dimensions of style and 

refinement. yet it’s not only the visual presentation on  

the outside which has taken a step forward. for the 

driver inside looking out, advanced technologies  

afford an extensive view of what’s happening, outside  

and alongside the vehicle. 

those with a passion for exploring the wide open spaces 

can now get there in the comfort of an equally spacious 

and well appointed vehicle. the LX 570 has been built 

to take on the rocky trails of the australian outback, the 

steep sand hills of the Middle east and the snow-covered 

slopes of the european alps in utmost comfort.   

and such owners frequently like to take more than  

just their vehicle with them, so the LX 570 gives you  

an abundant 3500kg towing capacity(1 ).  

 

 

so whether you’re towing thoroughbreds or powerboats, 

it is a vehicle capable of pulling such loads up muddy 

farm tracks and slippery boat ramps.  

It will excite, invigorate and inspire you to take  

your expectations of adventure even further.  

come on a journey to explore the inner reaches  

of the Lexus LX 570.
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L-fInesse desIgn,

fInessed.

the confident lines of the spindle-shaped upper grille 

design combine with a deep sculpted trapezoid-

shaped lower grille to give the frontal treatment a 

distinctly three-dimensional presence. projector type 

high beams underpinned by arrowhead-designed 

Led daytime running Lights (drL) assert a strong 

sense of presence with elegance.

complementing this sense of style are wide 20" alloy 

wheels, or you may prefer the optional 18" 5-spoke 

wheel design. on the power-operated upper tailgate, 

elegant lines and flat surfaces reinforce this sense 

of agility complemented by a rear bumper design 

incorporating a stainless moulding. tail lights with clear 

turn signal lenses feature the L-shaped elegance of Led 

character lines which sweep across the lens. 

as you step inside, the sense of strength on the outside 

leads to a feeling of precision and spaciousness which 

welcomes you aboard. a sense of lustre and luxury 

is conveyed through a synthesis of colour, soft trims, 

metallic finishes and Mahogany woodgrain-look.  

the controls are neatly assembled within the strong  

rounded form of the centre console.  

Leather accents on both sides of the centre cluster 

impart a look of luxury complemented by the sheen  

of highly polished premium paint^ surrounding key 

instruments. this new expression of L-finesse design 

leaves you with the feeling that here is a vehicle that  

sits undisputedly at the top of the pecking order. 

as much as the LX 570 has set new benchmarks in all-terrain performance, 

Lexus designers remain passionate about keeping the LX 570’s styling at the 

forefront of the luxury suV category. an L-finesse design that is now bolder, 

more dynamic and, we’re sure you’ll agree, completely irresistible.

overseas model shown with enhancement pack



confidence is what allows us to 

drive out of our comfort zones. 

the vision of Lexus engineers 

was to create a vehicle that 

gives you the certainty, through 

cutting-edge safety innovations, 

to venture even further – naturally, 

without compromising on luxury 

along the way.

Knowing precisely what’s around you is vitally 

important, especially any objects obscured from your 

normal line of vision. the LX 570 is equipped with 

four cameras with guides for side and rear cameras 

which predict your path and help you avoid obstacles. 

cameras(15) fitted to both the side mirrors let you view 

what’s around the left and right tyres simultaneously, 

supplemented by vehicle width indicator lines. 

the moment you select reverse, a vivid image is 

displayed in the electro Multi-Vision (eMV) screen 

on the centre cluster, supplemented by rear guide 

assist (rga)(4) distance indicators. clearance and 

reversing sonars (6-head) fitted front and rear also 

assist when reversing and parking, warning you with 

audible alarms of the clearance from other obstacles.

and since keeping you safe also means keeping your 

vehicle secure, the security system includes added theft 

deterrents. there’s an anti-theft intrusion sensor, glass 

shatter sensor and a self-powered siren. an electric 

steering lock is incorporated into the push button  

start mechanism.

during emergency braking when you’re travelling 

over 55km/h, the Led brake lights flash repeatedly to 

alert following drivers of your sudden braking action  

to help avoid rear-end collisions. When changing lanes, 

a customisable period one-touch indicator function 

illuminates the turn indicators alerting other motorists 

behind and alongside you. 

a neW

confIdence.

choose the enhancement pack and a pre-collision 

safety system (pcs)(2) watches the road ahead  

using a millimetre wave radar sensor in the front grille.  

If the pcs(2) detects an unavoidable collision, pre-collision 

seatbelts then activate the pre-tensioners in the  

first and second row outer seatbelts for greater 

restraint. pre-collision brake assist (ba) can 

supplement your braking effort to ensure maximum 

braking pressure and reduce the force of the impact. 

the pcs(2) also integrates with the adaptive Variable 

air suspension (aVs) to maintain vehicle posture. 

to ensure a safe following distance is maintained during 

highway cruising, radar active cruise control (acc)(3) 

utilises this same radar sensor. 

Imagine you’ve suddenly applied the brakes on loose 

gravel while steering around an obstacle. Multi-terrain 

anti-skid braking system (abs) uses road surface detection 

logic to tailor the braking effort applied to each wheel.  

It analyses information from the engine control computer 

and wheel speed sensors, and can also determine the 

type of road surface. then the braking effort is adjusted 

to suit the road surface for safer, more directional 

stopping performance.

the Multi-terrain anti-skid braking system (abs) 

works together with brake assist (ba) which can sense 

emergency braking action then supplement your 

braking effort. electronic brake-force distribution 

(ebd) adjusts front and rear braking effort to 

compensate for loads. 

powerful braking technology needs powerful brakes, 

so the LX 570 is fitted with large 340mm front brakes, 

ventilated for added cooling, activated by massive 

4-piston callipers. these are supplemented by larger 

345mm diameter rear ventilated brake discs. 

for added cornering control on slippery surfaces, 

Vehicle stability control (Vsc) works with the 

Multi-terrain anti-skid braking system (abs), active 

traction control (a-trc) and throttle output to help 

correct a slide. off-road, if you don’t require Vsc 

intervention, simply de-activate Vsc at the flick of the 

switch on the instrument panel.

certain safety initiatives provide physical comfort 

as well as mental comfort. the adaptive Variable air 

suspension (aVs) which cushions you from rough 

roads also enhances roadholding to help keep you  

out of harm’s way. by applying increased damping  

force to the selected shock absorbers while cornering, 

the aVs reduces body roll for greater stability. Keeping 

all four wheels firmly on unpredictable road surfaces 

contributes to roadholding.

prototype image shown



KnoWIng WHat surrounds you 

InspIres coMfort 
                     InsIde you.

a total of 10 supplemental restraint system (srs) 

airbags offers protection for those in all three rows.  

dual stage front passenger airbag and front knee 

airbags offer front impact protection, and front  

seat-mounted side airbags reduce the risk of injuries 

from side impact.  

 

there are second row outer seat-mounted side airbags 

while curtain shield airbags run all the way from the top of 

the front pillar to the rear, offering side impact protection 

for all three rows of outboard seating.  

Whiplash Injury Lessening seats (WIL) and active 

headrests are used in the front seats. active headrests 

detect movement of the occupants’ hips in the event of  

a collision, and the headrests are pushed upward to  

help alleviate impact to the neck area. 

the entire body structure was engineered for superior 

protection. High tensile steel strategically placed in  

areas including the centre pillar, floor, roof and rocker 

panel areas provide increased lateral rigidity for  

superior handling and collision protection. the forward 

panels contribute to the offset barrier testing standards 

while the cabin structure has been engineered for 

greater protection from side impacts.

 

certain frontal body panels however are designed  

to crumple, helping disperse collision impact energy  

and help keep the cabin structure intact, and even 

cushion the impact on pedestrians.

as you venture onto roads and off roads less travelled, you 

demand superior protection. so a team of Lexus engineers 

passionate about safety have developed a package of 

initiatives that surround you with advanced technologies.

overseas prototype image shown prototype image shown





dealing with harsh conditions can often detract from the 

exhilaration of such journeys, so the LX 570 is equipped 

with advanced Lexus driving assist technologies that 

quietly deal with each challenge, often leaving you 

blissfully unaware of what’s happening beneath you. 

It begins with the intuitive way Lexus designers have  

laid out the controls. critical off-road technologies are  

all located within reach on the centre console. 

suppose you’re on a forest trail, it’s been raining and the 

road ahead meanders from loose gravel to thick, slimy 

mud. flick the Multi-terrain select (Mts) switch, select 

the road surface, then the Mts tailors the vehicle’s 

driving wheels to suit five different types of terrain.

extra control often demands expansive vision. so as 

you venture down narrow trails, touch the Multi-terrain 

Monitor(5) switch on the console. four cameras(4) show 

you front, side and rear views on the electro Multi-Vision 

(eMV) screen to help you avoid obstacles outside your 

normal field of vision. (not all cameras can be shown  

at once.) 

 

If you’re negotiating deep ruts and moguls, understanding 

the rotation of your steering wheel is vital. so select 

‘steering wheel angle’ on the Multi-Information display 

(MId) and you can keep watch over the direction of  

the front wheels relative to the steering wheel rotation. 

Variable gear ratio steering (Vgrs) tailors the  

steering effort to vehicle speed, ensuring maximum 

assistance on challenging terrain, then precise turning 

during faster highway cruising.  

for added ground clearance over undulating surfaces, 

touch the active Height control (aHc) switch. you can 

view the ride height relative to the terrain on the MId. 

on challenging terrain, keeping your mind focused 

on driving the vehicle and maintaining control can be 

easier said than done. the crawl control(6) switch on 

the console lets you select your preferred speed, then 

5-stage crawl control(6) technology maintains your 

pre-selected speed. the turn assist function enhances 

drivability on tight corners.  

on slippery off-road surfaces, active traction control 

(a-trc) improves grip and control, even during tight turns. 

steep slopes are made easier as Hill-start assist control 

(Hac)(14) prevents the vehicle rolling backwards on take-off.  

 

for comfort and control, adaptive Variable air 

suspension (aVs) senses the driving conditions and 

tailors the ride accordingly. It even applies specific 

amounts of damping force to each shock absorber, one 

by one, for greater ride comfort and control. 

on rough surfaces, damping force control smoothly 

changes the damping force in accordance with changes 

in the road surface for a smoother, more comfortable 

ride. damping force is softer during normal driving 

around town, for superb ride quality. during braking  

or cornering, anti-dive control firms up the ride for 

better composure and helps keep all four wheels in 

contact with the road.  

 

on fast moving highways vehicle speed sensing  

control firms up the ride for greater stability, then,  

during hard acceleration, anti-squat control helps  

retain the vehicle’s posture. 

the LX 570 really pulls its weight with 3500kg of 

braked trailer towing capacity.(1) off-road technologies 

help when towing a boat up a slippery boat ramp or 

scaling challenging terrain, while automatic vehicle 

height adjustment maintains the vehicle’s posture when  

towing heavy trailers.

 

for extended visibility at night, bi-High Intensity 

discharge (HId) and halogen high beam headlights give 

you four powerful high beams which redirect light around 

corners by an adaptive front-lighting system (afs). 

 

so no matter where you venture, you’ll be taking some 

rather civilised technologies along for the ride.

behind the wheel of the LX 570, 

you’re ready to go beyond the  

limits of a conventional suV.

adVenture.
a passIon for
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even after dark, the spirit of hospitality is abundantly 

visible. as you approach the vehicle, you can use your 

smart Key card to open doors and upper tailgate, and 

Led lighting will illuminate your path – because we all 

want to feel welcomed aboard. 

once inside, touch one of the three memory buttons  

and your settings for the 10-way power driver’s seat, 

steering wheel angle and outer mirror settings are 

instantly recalled. then after your journey, the driver’s 

seat and steering wheel automatically slide away the 

moment you switch off the ignition and unbuckle your 

seat belt, for easier entry and exit. the second row seat 

has power slide operation, while power operation of 

the third row lets you fold down or stow the seats at the 

touch of a button. In total, the LX 570 gives you a full  

8-seat capacity. 

outer beauty

Inner caLM.

start the vehicle during those winter escapes to the 

snowfields and appreciate the heated front seats. the 

enhancement pack gives you heated and ventilated front 

seats for all climate comfort, with the outer seats in the 

second row also heated. 

Wrap your hands around the premium steering wheel 

and shift lever. frequently used controls are conveniently 

located letting you adjust audio levels, make a phone 

call and select information on the Multi-Information 

display (MId) without taking your hands off the wheel. 

there’s also a switch to activate voice recognition, allowing 

you to make a phone call or plot your route home.

there’s a rich Mahogany woodgrain-look steering  

wheel with the addition of radar active cruise control 

(acc)(3) included in the enhancement pack. paddle 

shifters behind the steering wheel allow you to make 

sequential shifts with the precise control of a manual 

transmission, while the shift lever is finished in  

Mahogany woodgrain-look.  

a colour 3.5" Multi-Information display (MId) on 

the instrument panel lets you monitor vital trip data 

with minimal eye movement as you’re driving. the 

MId also displays off-road settings like the steering 

wheel position, your road surface selection, outside 

temperature and even a turn by turn display.  

satellite navigation(7) provides colour maps on the  

8" electro Multi-Vision (eMV) display and provides 

spoken directions. the eMV screen also displays  

audio settings, clearance and reverse parking sonars, 

bluetooth™(8), hands free calling details and more.  

When you select reverse, the back guide Monitor(4) 

displays images from the rear View camera (rVc)(4) 

on the eMV screen. 

electro-chromatic mirrors change the light reflection  

of the inside mirror from 7–70%, while exterior  

mirrors adjust from 12–50%. for more relaxed driving,  

automatic High beam (aHb)(9) technology can detect 

oncoming vehicles and dip your high beams automatically. 

as you step into the LX 570, you’re greeted by a welcoming sense of space  

and serenity. an obsession with luxury means Lexus designers have 

included a portfolio of comforts and conveniences, worthy of a Lexus flagship. 

GLX 0807_20_PT1
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such a sensation is achieved by a Mark Levinson  

19-speaker 450W audio system with an Mp3/WMa 

compatible dVd player(10) and ipod®(11) connectivity®.  

a digital radio (dab+)(18) makes for crystal clear 

reception, access to more radio stations and the  

ability to temporarily record and play back as well,  

while bluetooth™(8) connectivity offers a range of  

calling functions.

 

rear seat passengers can enjoy the dual rear seat 

entertainment (rse) system with screens positioned on 

the seatbacks for personalised entertainment.  

the power-operated moonroof lets the great outdoors in, 

while the 4-zone independent climate control system with 

front and rear air conditioning units offers personalised 

comfort in all climates. there’s also a cool box in the 

centre console, to keep drinks chilled on hot days.  

 

so wherever you venture, whatever the conditions, the 

LX 570 is equipped to take you there in total comfort.

Mark Levinson speaker image shown

perforMIng arts.
eXpLore your passIon for tHe

the sense of dimension is truly 
breathtaking, so as you’re crossing 

the red centre, you’ll feel like you’re 

sitting in an entertainment centre.



of course, even when you’re not utilising this advanced 

power-plant to its full capabilities, it’s simply a nice feeling 

knowing it’s there. 

the 5.7-litre alloy, quad-cam V8 engine is equipped with 

dual Variable Valve timing with Intelligence (VVt-i).  

as you drive, valve timing is continually being fine tuned 

in synergy with changes in engine speed. so you’ll enjoy 

increased power on steep alpine climbs, with enhanced 

fuel economy when conditions stabilise.  

challenging conditions demand extra torque.  

so the engine delivers at least 90% of its 530nm 

of torque(16) where you need it above 2200rpm. 

Maximum power of 270kW occurs at a mere 5600rpm 

for relaxed, refined motoring.  

 

an advanced 6-speed sequential transmission is 

equipped with artificial Intelligence (aI) shift technology 

which anticipates the correct gear required on steep 

slopes by preventing unnecessary up-shifts for 

increased climbing capabilities. on steep descents  

aI shift selects the correct ratio sooner to provide 

increased engine braking for added control. 

a compact torsen Limited slip differential (Lsd) on 

the centre differential delivers power to the front and 

rear wheels while ensuring agile steering and optimum 

traction of all four wheels. Whenever you need more 

pulling power, off-road or in sand, mud or snow, simply 

touch the transfer switch on the console to engage 

a lower ratio for higher torque. so whether you’re 

negotiating a slippery boat ramp or a rocky trail, the 

power you need is right there at your beck and call.

the power of the LX 570 moves you in more ways than one. not only does 

it have the ability to deliver effortless highway cruising even while fully laden, 

it also moves you with the low end torque required to scale steep slopes, 

rugged terrain and, on occasion, tow heavy trailers.

tHe poWer to 

 MoVe you.



- 5.7-litre quad-cam V8 engine

-  Vehicle stability control (Vsc) with  

active traction control (a-trc)

- adaptive Variable air suspension (aVs)

- active Height control (aHc) 

- Variable gear ratio steering (Vgrs)

- Multi-terrain select (Mts)

- 10 supplemental restraint system (srs) airbags

-  smart Key card entry with push button smart start

-  bi-High Intensity discharge (HId) and Halogen  

High beam Headlights with Led daytime  

running Lights (drL)

- adaptive front-lighting system (afs)

- automatic High beam (aHb)(9)

- electro-chromatic exterior & interior mirrors 

-  cameras(15) in both exterior mirrors  

and front grille

-  rear View camera (rVc)(4) with  

rear guide assist (rga)(4)

- Hill-start assist control (Hac)(14)

- Multi-terrain anti-skid braking system (abs) 

- 20" alloy wheels

- 18" alloy wheels (optional)

- 4-zone Independent climate control

- cool box

- Heated front seats

- Moonroof

-  19-speaker 450W Mark Levinson audio  

with usb connection(10) and dVd player

- satellite navigation system(7)

-  bluetooth™(8) compatibility and  

ipod® (11) connectivity

- digital radio (dab+)(18)

-  dual rear seat entertainment (rse)  

screens with three infrared headphones

- emergency flashing brake lights

- clearance and reverse parking sonars

 

Enhancement Pack

- radar pre-collision safety system (pcs)(2)

- radar active cruise control (acc)(3)

- paddle shift

- Mahogany woodgrain-look steering wheel 

- Heated and ventilated front seats

- Heated second row outer seats

- 18" alloy wheels (optional)

eVer Wanted to HaVe It aLL,

pLus a LIttLe More?

since you will want to be ready 

for a vast range of situations, the 

Lexus LX 570 comes abundantly 

equipped with things you may have 

expected to pay extra for. features 

which come as standard include:

LX 570 with enhancement pack shown



tHe coLour paLette tHat Is 

cHangIng tHe  
      sHape of LeXus.

077 White Pearl^

4U7 Metallic Silk^

1J4 Premium Silver^

202 Classic Black

1H9 Mercury Grey^

3SO Garnet^

217 Starlight Black^

colour is emotion in action. It evokes warmth and  

contentment, and inspires excitement and anticipation. 

so Lexus designers have created a palette of seven 

exterior colours, with each one imparting a unique 

character to the new generation L-finesse design 

treatment. surpassing mere colour, certain shades 

embody complex paint finishes including variously 

metallic flakes and glass flakes in the colour range, which 

have the ability to capture light in a myriad of ways. 

the new Mercury grey finish is reminiscent of flowing 

mercury as light constantly ripples across the body’s 

curves and contours when the vehicle is in motion. 

Metallic silk, with its delicate beige hue, exhibits a rich 

metallic gloss accentuating the LX 570’s elegant lines.^ Premium paint featured is an optional extra at additional cost.



Lexus designers have created an interior that evokes a feeling of contentment 

amid the excitement of a vehicle that has the ability to conquer rugged terrain.

a sense of styLe tHrougH

coLour, teXture  
                      and LIgHt.

step inside and the light show continues as the lustre of 

metallic accents flanks the instrumentation and controls. 

come nightfall, you’re welcomed aboard by the gleam 

of stainless steel scuff plates with distinctive Lexus 

illumination to help light your path. 

a feeling of opulence with elegance is imparted by 

Mahogany woodgrain-look trims. Leather accented 

interior adds a rich sense of luxury.

 

genuine wood is used on the console and passenger 

side dash panel, while soft padding has been added 

to areas close to occupant contact points like the door 

trims and the centre cluster. 

 

Lexus interior designers have given you a choice  

of pure black or Ivory interiors whilst the optional 

enhancement pack features the added style of a  

Mahogany woodgrain-look steering wheel and shift lever.

Colours and trims displayed here are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due to the printing/display process.
Please see your Lexus Dealer to confirm colour/trim/model availability when ordering your vehicle.

Ivory trim with Mahogany woodgrain-look ornamentation.
overseas model shown

Mahogany woodgrain-look.

Black trim with Mahogany woodgrain-look ornamentation.
overseas model shown



LX 570

EXtErior Length (mm)(12) 5020

Width (mm) 1970

Height (mm)(12) 1920

Wheelbase (mm) 2850

Front Track (mm) 1640

Rear Track (mm) 1635

Ground Clearance (mm) 225

Approach Angle (Degrees) 25

Departure Angle (Degrees) 20

Break-over / Ramp-over Angle (Degrees) 23

WEights and CapaCitiEs Kerb Weight (kg)(13) 2685 – 2750

Gross Vehicle Mass (kg)(13) 3350

Seating Capacity 8

Luggage Capacity (L) 259 – 8 occupants. 701 – 5 occupants. 1276 – 2 occupants

Fuel Tank Capacity (L) 93 main tank / 45 sub-tank

Body Body Construction Body on Frame

Body Type 4-door Wagon

EnginE Engine Type Petrol

Engine Capacity (cc) 5663

Engine Code Name 3UR-FE

Engine Description V8 / DOHC / 32V

Maximum Power (Petrol)(16) 270kW @ 5600rpm

Maximum Torque (Petrol)(16) 530Nm @ 3200rpm

Fuel Economy (L/100km)(17) 14.8

Carbon Dioxide (g/km) 350

drivEtrain Driven Wheels 4WD

Transmission
6-speed automatic, electronically controlled  

with flex lock-up torque converter and  
Artificial Intelligence (AI) shift control

4Wd spECifiCations 4WD System Constant 4WD

Dual Range Transfer Equipped

5-setting Multi-Terrain Select (MTS) Equipped

stEEring Steering Type Rack and pinion with VGRS

Steering Operation Power-assisted

Turning Circle at Kerb (m) 11.8

BrakEs Front Brakes Ventilated discs

Rear Brakes Ventilated discs

Multi-Terrain Anti-skid Braking System (ABS) Standard

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) Standard

Active Traction Control (A–TRC) Standard

suspEnsion Front Suspension Double wishbone

Rear Suspension 4-Link

tyrEs and rims Front/Rear Tyre Size 285/50 R20

Front/Rear Rim Size 20"x8.5"

Rim Type Alloy

advanCEd fEaturEs Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) •

Radar Active Cruise Control (ACC)(3) Enhancement Pack 

Radar Pre-Collision safety System (PCS)(2) Enhancement Pack 

Paddle Shift Enhancement Pack 

Active Height Control •

10 Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) Airbags •

Rear View Camera (RVC) with Rear Guide Assist (RGA)(4) •

Off-road Crawl Control(6) •

Clearance and Reverse Parking Sonars •

Smart Key Card Entry and Smart Start •

Power Back Door Upper Tailgate •

Moonroof •

Illuminated Entry System •

4-camera Safety View System(15) •

Bi-High Intensity Discharge (HID)  
and Halogen High Beam Headlights •

LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL) •

Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS) •

Satellite Navigation System(7) •

Bluetooth™(8) Compatibility •

Digital Radio (DAB+)(18) •

19-speaker Mark Levinson Audio System 
with USB Connection and DVD Player •

18" Alloy Wheels Optional

20" Alloy Wheels •

Roof Rails and Crossbars •

Cool Box •

Rear Roof Spoiler •

4-zone Independent Climate Control •

Dual Rear Seat Entertainment Screens  
with Three Infrared Headphones •

Heated Front Seats •

Heated and Ventilated Front seats Enhancement Pack 

Heated Second Row Outer Seats Enhancement Pack 

Multi-Terrain Monitor •

12V Accessory Socket •

Premium Steering Wheel with Audio Controls •

Anti-theft Siren and Intrusion Sensor •

Emergency Flashing Brake Lights •

LX 570 spECifiCations.



tHe benefIts of

encore.

It all means you’ll enter a world of benefits that extends  

to every corner of life. a world where everything’s just 

that much easier, and works that much more seamlessly. 

and a world where, should trouble ever find you,  

you can always find a helping hand.  

take our after sales service as an example.  

both our technology and our technicians are at the  

forefront of automotive innovation. and our profound 

understanding of every single component of your  

Lexus means we can do more to ensure it’s a pleasure  

to drive today, and in the long run. 

It’s a world you’ve always belonged in.  

a privilege unique to Lexus drivers. 

Silver service

every aspect of your Lexus is built around your comfort 

and convenience, so it’s fitting that when it’s ready 

for a service, we’ll come and pick it up from you, and 

provide you with a complimentary loan car while we’re 

inspecting. plus, when we return your Lexus, it will have 

received a complimentary wash and interior vacuum.  

 

Experience Lexus outside your vehicle 

We’re constantly striving to enhance the Lexus 

ownership experience. It’s what we’re known for.  

our luxury events are the perfect way to experience 

the Lexus lifestyle and network with other owners. 

tickets are limited, so be quick to secure your place.   

Peace of mind

Wherever you are and whatever you’re doing, you can 

relax. because with our encore privileges programme, 

you have the 24-hour support of Lexus drive care. We’ll 

look after your car and, just as importantly, we’ll look after 

you and your passengers.  

Well read

you can stay abreast of all things Lexus from the comfort 

of your own home, with our Lexus Magazine delivered 

right to your door. It’ll keep you updated on all aspects of 

luxury living. and covers everything you need to know 

about the cars that are leading the world. 

†    terms and conditions apply.  

see lexus.com.au/services/benefits/ for details

the benefits of being a Lexus owner go far beyond the intrinsic pleasure 

of driving the vehicle. from the moment you’re handed the keys, you’ll also 

be welcomed to the Lexus encore privileges programme† – a range of 

exclusive initiatives that reaffirm our ongoing pursuit of perfection.



How does Ownership Solutions work? 
• you choose the deposit that best fits your needs.+

• you choose your term.+

•  We agree the estimated kilometres you think you’ll travel.
•  Lexus financial services (Lfs) then determines 

the gfV of your vehicle. the gfV is the agreed 
minimum value of your Lexus at the end of your 
finance contract. your monthly repayments are then 
calculated based on the above information with a 
final payment equal to your gfV. then, if you return 
your Lexus at the end of the term and satisfy the agreed 
terms and conditions, Lfs will pay you the gfV which 
will be put against the final payment.

The end of the term? Simply replace,  
retain or return.
at the end of your term you can choose to:
•  replace or sell your Lexus using the trade-in  

value or sale price to pay the remaining balance  
of your account.

•   retain your Lexus and simply pay the remaining 
balance of your account (including final payment).

•   alternatively, return your Lexus and, subject to fair 
wear and tear conditions and the agreed kilometres 
being met, we’ll put the gfV towards the final 
payment on your account (conditions apply).

Choosing your deposit – what is best for you?
With the flexibility of ownership solutions, you can 
choose the deposit that best fits your current needs.+

•  If, for example, you have funds tied up in other 
investments, you can choose to finance your new 
Lexus with a zero deposit.+

•   alternatively, by using a larger deposit, you can  
lower your monthly repayments.+

•   better still, compared to other finance options over a 
similar term, ownership solutions can provide more 
affordable monthly repayments.+

Want more certainty?
With ownership solutions you’re guaranteed that at 
the end of the term (subject to fair wear and tear and 
kilometre usage) you’ll never owe more than your 
vehicle’s worth to Lfs. In other words, you don’t have to 
worry about what your vehicle will be worth in the future 
because you know its minimum value from the outset. 

What happens in the case of the unexpected?
If your vehicle incurs damage and does not meet the 
fair Wear and tear guidelines, Lfs will give you the 
opportunity to have your vehicle repaired. otherwise, 
Lfs can organise the repairs and deduct the cost from 
your gfV. this adjusted gfV will then be the price 
that Lfs will offer you if you return the vehicle at the  
end of your term. of course, if you retain the vehicle, 
the condition doesn’t matter, however, if you replace 
it or sell it privately the condition will obviously impact 
your sale price.

So what does your accountant think?
naturally, we think ownership solutions is an excellent, 
innovative way to put you in control of buying a new Lexus. 
that said, we suggest you seek independent advice to 
ensure ownership solutions is right for you.

Wouldn’t it be great if Ownership Solutions  
was just the beginning?
Lexus’ innovations and commitment to customer 
service extend well beyond ownership solutions. 
once you purchase a new Lexus, you’ll become a 
member of the Lexus encore privileges programme 
and enjoy a host of exclusive benefits.†

for further details simply visit your nearest Lexus dealer 
or see lexus.com.au/services/benefits/ for details

oWnersHIp soLutIons:
a WHoLe neW Way to buy a LeXus.

ownership solutions+ allows you to determine your finance costs and know 

the guaranteed future Value (gfV) of your vehicle from the outset. It offers 

you choice, control and certainty. In short, everything you’d expect from Lexus.

How does Ownership Solutions work? 
• you choose the deposit that best fits your needs.+

• you choose your term.++

•  We agree the estimated kilometres you think you’ll travel.
•  Lexus financial services (Lfs) then determines 

the gfV of your vehicle. the gfV is the agreed 
minimum value of your Lexus at the end of your 
finance contract. your monthly repayments are then 
calculated based on the above information with a 
final payment equal to your gfV. then, if you return 
your Lexus at the end of the term and satisfy the agreed 
terms and conditions, Lfs will pay you the gfV which 
will be put against the final payment.

The end of the term? Simply replace,  
retain or return.
at the end of your term you can choose to:
•  replace or sell your Lexus using the trade-in  

value or sale price to pay the remaining balance  
of your account.

•   retain your Lexus and simply pay the remaining 
balance of your account (including final payment).

•   alternatively, return your Lexus and, subject to fair 
wear and tear conditions and the agreed kilometres 
being met, we’ll put the gfV towards the final 
payment on your account (conditions apply).

Choosing your deposit – what is best for you?
With the flexibility of ownership solutions, you can 
choose the deposit that best fits your current needs.+

•  If, for example, you have funds tied up in other 
investments, you can choose to finance your new 
Lexus with a zero deposit.+

•   alternatively, by using a larger deposit, you can  
lower your monthly repayments.+++

•   better still, compared to other finance options over a 
similar term, ownership solutions can provide more 
affordable monthly repayments.+++

Want more certainty?
With ownership solutions you’re guaranteed that at 
the end of the term (subject to fair wear and tear and 
kilometre usage) you’ll never owe more than your 
vehicle’s worth to Lfs. In other words, you don’t have to 
worry about what your vehicle will be worth in the future 
because you know its minimum value from the outset. 

What happens in the case of the unexpected?
If your vehicle incurs damage and does not meet the 
fair Wear and tear guidelines, Lfs will give you the 
opportunity to have your vehicle repaired. otherwise, 
Lfs can organise the repairs and deduct the cost from 
your gfV. this adjusted gfV will then be the price 
that Lfs will offer you if you return the vehicle at the  
end of your term. of course, if you retain the vehicle, 
the condition doesn’t matter, however, if you replace 
it or sell it privately the condition will obviously impact 
your sale price.

So what does your accountant think?
naturally, we think ownership solutions is an excellent, 
innovative way to put you in control of buying a new Lexus. 
that said, we suggest you seek independent advice to 
ensure ownership solutions is right for you.

Wouldn’t it be great if Ownership Solutions  
was just the beginning?
Lexus’ innovations and commitment to customer 
service extend well beyond ownership solutions. 
once you purchase a new Lexus, you’ll become a 
member of the Lexus encore privileges programme 
and enjoy a host of exclusive benefits.†

for further details simply visit your nearest Lexus dealer 
or see lexus.com.au/services/benefits/ for details.

oWnersHIp soLutIons:
a WHoLe neW Way to buy a LeXus.

+  guaranteed future Value (gfV) is the minimum value of your new Lexus at the end of your finance contract, as determined 
by Lexus financial services. If you decide to return your car to Lexus at the end of your term, Lexus financial services will pay 
you the agreed gfV amount which will be put against your final payment, subject to fair wear and tear conditions and agreed 
kilometres being met. the information provided is general in nature. you should seek your own financial advice to determine 
whether Lexus ownership solutions is appropriate for your individual circumstances. terms and conditions, fees and charges 
apply. Lexus ownership solutions guaranteed future Value (gfV) products are available to approved customers of Lexus 
financial services, a division of toyota finance australia Limited abn 48 002 435 181, australian credit Licence 392536.

++  up to four years.
+++  Lower monthly repayments compared to similar term with no guaranteed future Value (gfV) or equivalent balloon final payment.  

total interest charges will be higher if a gfV or balloon final payment is selected.

ownership solutions+ allows you to determine your finance costs and know 

the guaranteed future Value (gfV) of your vehicle from the outset. It offers 

you choice, control and certainty. In short, everything you’d expect from Lexus.



to learn more about the LX 570 contact your Lexus dealer on 1800 023 009 or visit lexus.com.au

(1)  towing capacity subject to regulatory requirements, towbar design, vehicle design and towing equipment limitations.
(2)   pcs is a driver assist technology and should not be used in place of safe driving practices. driver should continue to monitor road ahead. 
(3)   acc is a driver assist technology and should not be used in place of safe driving practices. driver should continue to monitor road ahead. 
(4)   reversing camera is designed as a driver assist device only and should not be used as a substitute for skilled driving and/or safe parking practices. the area into which the vehicle is to be 

driven must be visually monitored by the driver.
(5)   the Multi-terrain Monitor does not provide a comprehensive view of the area surrounding the vehicle, it is designed as a driver assist device only and should not be used as a substitute for 

skilled driving and safe parking practices. 
(6)   crawl control (with turn assist) is a driver assist technology and should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. the area into which the vehicle is to be driven must be visually 

monitored by the driver.
(7)   current navigation mapping database encompasses major capital and primary national road networks as well as offering some coverage in regional areas. 
(8)   the bluetooth™ word mark is owned by the bluetooth sIg, Inc. not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device. 
(9)  aHb is designed as a driver assist device only and should not be used as a substitute for skilled driving.
(10)  not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device.
(11)  ipod® and iphone® are trademarks of apple, Inc. 
(12)  some vehicle dimension figures are approximate and may vary due to options and accessory fitment.
(13)  Kerb, tare and payload weights are nominal and will vary depending on options and accessories.
(14)   Hac is designed to help minimise backward rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. factors including grade, surface, weather conditions and 

driver input all can affect whether Hac will be effective in preventing a loss of control. please see your owners manual for further details.
(15)   the front, left hand side and rear cameras do not provide a comprehensive view of the area surrounding the vehicle, and should only be used as an aid for viewing when parking/driving.
(16)  power and torque test standards. ensure comparisons use same test standard.
(17)   fuel consumption will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle conditions and options/accessories.  

source of fuel consumption data: adr81/02 combined/urban/extra urban (L/100km) for manual/auto models.
(18)   digital radio station coverage dependent on vehicle location.

* calculations encompass carbon emissions from seedling to printer. for full details please visit www.kwdoggett.com.au 
^  premium paint featured is an optional extra at additional cost.
+  guaranteed future Value (gfV) is the minimum value of your new Lexus at the end of your finance contract, as determined by Lexus financial services. If you decide to return your car to 

Lexus at the end of your term, Lexus financial services will pay you the agreed gfV amount which will be put against your final payment, subject to fair wear and tear conditions and agreed 
kilometres being met. the information provided is general in nature. you should seek your own financial advice to determine whether Lexus ownership solutions is appropriate for your 
individual circumstances. terms and conditions, fees and charges apply. Lexus ownership solutions guaranteed future Value (gfV) products are available to approved customers of Lexus 
financial services a division of toyota finance australia Limited abn 48 002 435 181, australian credit Licence 392536.

++ up to four years.
+++  Lower monthly repayments compared to similar term with no guaranteed future Value (gfV) or equivalent balloon final payment. total interest charges will be higher if a gfV or balloon final 

payment is selected.
† terms and conditions apply. see lexus.com.au/services/benefits/ for details.

IMPORTANT NOTICE — please read: Lexus australia uses its best endeavours to ensure this material is correct when published. you must check with your authorised Lexus dealer when 
ordering to ensure the vehicle with your chosen specifications, equipment and colour is available and that the vehicle can be delivered within the timeframe suitable to you. When ordering 
accessories, you must check with your authorised Lexus dealer to ensure the accessory’s design, features and colours are available and will fit your vehicle. please also consider the mass of 
your load to ensure you will not exceed the maximum allowable individual axle capacity, gross Vehicle Mass and/or gross combined Mass of the vehicle. refer to lexus.com.au for further 
details. colours displayed here are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due to printing/display processes. certain accessories when fitted will require the removal of standard 
equipment. standard equipment may be retained by Lexus australia. Lexus australia reserves the right to change, without notice, at any time prices, colours, materials, equipment, specifications 
and discontinue colours/models. to the extent permitted by law, Lexus australia will not be liable for any damage, loss or expense incurred as a result of reliance on this material in any way. 
distributed nationally by Lexus australia abn 64 009 686 097, 155 bertie st, port Melbourne 3207. part nuMber: LXLIne0313. VaLId: L2895-1. prInted: MarcH 2013. gLX843.

new Vehicle Warranty expires four years from date of first delivery or 100,000kms, whichever occurs first. refer to the warranty conditions. the new Vehicle 
Warranty does not limit and may not necessarily exceed your rights under the competition and consumer act 2010.

THIS BOOK IS PRINTED ON GREEN PAPER.
the Lexus book you are reading has been produced using Hannoart satin. a premium coated paper representing a level of craftsmanship that is without peer. this environmentally 
responsible paper is manufactured using low environmental impact fsc® accredited pulp and is certified carbon neutral by the carbon reduction Institute.* sappi, the 
manufacturers of Hannoart, place high importance on delivering an environmental and sustainable operation. they operate under world’s best practice Iso 14001 eMs and 
eMas certification and eliminate harmful by-products by using totally chlorine free (tcf) pulp. Hannoart is archival, so like our vehicles it's made to stand the test of time. 
  
as a company that strives to lessen its impact on the environment in every way possible, Lexus believes that choosing our paper wisely is one more step we can take in 
preserving our planet.




